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Abstract 

The scientific comparison of intercultural differences of Web sites lacks a standardized collection for 
which results can be reproduced. Results are often anecdotal and based on few items which change 
very dynamically. We developed a corpus of Web sites from different cultures for future research 
which is stored and which can be accessed through an interface developed for that purpose. We show 
how the preconditions for corpora as they are well known in linguistics and retrieval are adopted for 
international Web design research. The collection policy is described. The challenges for Web crawling 
and storing pages are discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Scientific research requires that experiments are repeatable and that the results can be repro-
duced. The research on Web design and especially on the comparison of internationally dif-
ferent Web design solutions are typically limited in their object of study to a small or very 
small set of Web sites. The selection of these sites remains often unclear or is directed by 
economic interest to a few companies. Results are sometimes restricted to anecdotal evi-
dence.  
 
As a consequence, the validity of these studies for the Web as a whole is completely unclear. 
We have no guarantee that some sites represent the Web well. Especially, quantitative analy-
sis suffers from a lack of rigor. Because most people select their own set of sites for their 
study, comparisons between studies are hard. In addition, the results cannot be reproduced by 
others due to the dynamics of the Web. The content and the design of Web sites change 
quickly and the same experiment might lead to other results some months later.  
These challenges need to be overcome in order to reach the scientific requirements for the 
repeatability of experiments and in order to allow the comparison between the outcomes of 
research. It would be necessary to create a Web corpus which stores pages and allows inter-
cultural comparisons. Such a corpus would need to integrate Web sites from several countries 
and domains and would need to be stored at several times.  
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Corpus research and corpus creation are not yet part of Human-Computer Interaction and 
intercultural research on Web systems. However, they are accepted scientific areas within 
Computational Linguistics (Meyer 2002) and Information Retrieval (Voorhees & Harman 
2005) and much can be learned from these fields. Also, the National Libraries of several 
countries store the Web as part of the cultural heritage. The desire to archive Web pages for 
different reasons (Hockx 2011) has led to much development of technologies like tools for 
crawling pages. We describe how our corpus was designed, how existing technology was 
used and how components were developed. 

2 Intercultural Differences of Web Sites 

Information systems should to be adapted to the culture of the user. This adaptation process 
is referred to as localization. It needs to consider issues like formats, reading direction, col-
ors, icons or symbols (Esselink 1998, George et al. 2010). In addition, localization needs to 
be aware of the deeper layers of culture (Choong et al. 2005). Understanding a particular 
culture and the resulting needs in relation to the design of information systems require an 
understanding of culture itself and the factors that contribute to its existence. There are many 
definitions of culture (Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952). The influential Dutch anthropologist 
Hofstede defined culture as learned patterns of ”thinking, feeling, and potential acting” that 
form the mental program or the ”software of the mind” (Hofstede 1997) of an individual. 
This particular ”software” affects our way of thinking and acting in the world. National or 
social cultures show how people interact with each other. 
  
Cultures are often classified in accordance with their relative positions on a number of polar 
scales which cultural anthropology commonly calls cultural dimensions. The position of a 
culture on those scales is determined by the dominant value orientations. Hofstede (1997)  
defined four dimensions of culture:  

6. Power distance measures the extent to which subordinates (employees, students) re-
spond to power and authority (managers, teachers) and how they expect and accept une-
qual power distribution. 

7. Individualism vs. Collectivism: these value orientations refer to the ties among individ-
uals in a society. 

8. Uncertainty avoidance describes the extent to which individuals feel threatened by un-
certain or unknown situations. 

9. Masculinity vs. Femininity: these two extreme values of this dimension focus on the 
differences between the social roles attributed to genders.  

Other researchers discussed further dimensions concerning low and high context communi-
cation, proxemics (attitude toward space) and chronemics (perception of time) (Lustig & 
Koester 2003). Cultural dimensions like the ones defined by Hofstede have often been used 
in research on cultural differences due to the appeal of their quantitative approach. Neverthe-
less, these dimensions have drawn criticism within intercultural research.  
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An early study of Barber & Badre (1998) collected typical cultural markers in an inductive 
approach. The approach of Marcus & Gould (2000) started with knowledge on cultural di-
mensions in general and intended to locate effects within web sites. Marcus & Gould (2000) 
presented examples for differences for all cultural dimensions which are convincing. Howev-
er, their findings are based on a small and pre-selected set of web sites. Their studies like 
many others illustrate the need for a reliable corpus for this kind of research. 
 
Cultural markers within Web sites were also procured by Sun (2001). His study which in-
cluded interviews about certain homepages showed that the presence of cultural markers 
increased the aesthetic satisfaction with a web site.  
 
The methodology for intercultural research is especially challenging. What is measured in a 
human-computer interaction experiment in an intercultural setting? Can good vs. bad design 
be determined or can usability or typical design for one culture or another be identified? 
Empirically convincing studies are difficult to set up from a methodological point of view. In 
common quantitative human-computer interaction studies, two versions of a user interface 
are presented to two user groups who are selected from the same culture and who are be-
lieved to be homogeneous. For comparative studies in international web design analysis, the 
user groups are different and their reaction to the system is under investigation. However, it 
is difficult to leave the system constant. The system cannot be presented to two groups of 
users from different countries without modification. The system needs to be translated and 
culturally adapted. For example, the investigated task may be embedded completely differ-
ently in the two cultures. Typical user groups like university students may have quite differ-
ent features like social group in different societies (Schmitz et al. 2008). Hence, the system 
often needs to be changed significantly in order to be adequate for a real-life experiment 
which makes comparability difficult (Evers 2002).  
 
Cultural differences have also been investigated in different domains like touristic websites 
or e-learning systems (Kamentz & Womser-Hacker 2002). Therefore, a corpus should allow 
studying domains in comparison among cultures.   

However, it is not clear how cultural dimensions may contribute to research on intercultural 
web design (Mushtaha & Troyer 2009). Some authors noted that the assumptions made on 
the basis of cultural dimensions may be misleading because they have not been developed 
for Web design. Most important, findings from most studies could not be repeated because 
the sites had changed or even disappeared from the Web. 

3 Corpus Design 

A corpus for intercultural Web site design needs to be planned with typical requirements for a 
corpus. Despite and moreover due to the dynamic nature of the Web corpora are useful. The 
corpus should be sufficiently large in order to be somewhat representative for the Web. Be-
cause Web design greatly differs between domains (consider computer games and banking 
sites), the selection should be controlled to encompass sites from several domains in several 
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countries. The selection policy and issues on the site storage and domain assignment are 
presented further down in this section. That way, even for current Web sites the corpus al-
lows the researcher quick access to Web sites of different categories even if one cannot un-
derstand the language of the Web site.  
 
The pages should be downloaded and stored in their original form so they can be displayed 
as they looked like. This is an issue for Web archives in general and there are still some prob-
lems. In addition, meta data needs to be stored. The corpus needs to record the domain of the 
page, the language, the number of links it is away from the homepage and the date of the 
download as well as if it is connected to other pages in the corpus. The crawling is further 
described in the following section.  
 
Another requirement for a corpus is access for the users. Due to the unclear copyright situa-
tion, the access to the whole collection can only be granted on our venue which is not an 
optimal solution. Access to the list of sites is provided openly. The interface needs to allow 
an overview of the crawled pages, the display of the individual pages and navigation between 
the connected pages. Our corpus interface also allows primary visual analysis but access for 
automatic tools is important for quantitative analysis. It will be presented in section 5.  
 
Corpus creation and crawling require a selection policy in order to control the content of the 
corpus. The assignment of sites to a domain is not a trivial task and needs to be carried out by 
humans. We decided that native speakers of a language should control this assignment. They 
use tools like the Open Directory Project (dmoz.org) which provides a hierarchical classifica-
tion of Web sites to topics. As a consequence, the corpus is still limited to 9 languages and 
needs extension in the future.  
 

Domains Sports, News, Universities, Tourism, Restau-
rants/Food 

Languages Chinese, English, Spanish, Russian, French,  
Portuguese, German, Bulgarian, Czech 

Table 1: List of Domains and Languages in the Corpus 

 
For each pair of language and culture, 100 sites were added to the corpus except for the East 
European languages Bulgarian and Czech for which only 50 sites for each domain were 
selected. In cases when the Open Directory did not contain a sufficient number of sites, other 
sources like search engines were also used. Also sites personally known were added.  

Sites that were obviously not modified during the last six months were excluded in order to 
have more recent sites in the collection. Blogs were also excluded because they form a spe-
cific kind of site. Another reason for exclusion was the size of the site. If a site did not en-
compass three levels of navigation and seemed to be small, it was not included. Sometimes, 
even three levels might not be sufficient for an analysis of, for example, differences of in-
formation architecture. However, there has to be a trade-off between size and potential of the 
corpus.  
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Some food sites contained information about alcohol and were protected in order to restrain 
minors from them. These sites were omitted as well. Sites were deleted from the collection if 
malware (trojan, virus) was detected on them. Due to the individual checking of each site, 
the process of the seed list creation was very time consuming. The manually created seed 
lists for the selected domains were the starting points for the crawler.  
 
The corpus is created from a list of URLs (sites) which can be considered as homepages. The 
corpus need to be assembled as a list of pages which can be found under the address starting 
with the homepages but considering also other pages on the site. Crawling tools allow to 
parameterize the number of links that are followed when downloading pages from a site. 
Currently, our corpus considers sub pages that are a maximum of two internal links away 
from the homepage or starting page. For hierarchically constructed sites, this corresponds to 
the hierarchical level of the page.  
 
The pages should be archived in a way which allows the reconstruction of their original ap-
pearance. In order to assure that, images (jpg, gif) and style sheets (CSS) were included. 
Advertisement was not excluded and also archived because it could be of interest in intercul-
tural analysis. Large binary data types like pdf were not included in order to keep the size of 
the corpus as small as possible. Often zip and pdf files are to be printed or installed and do 
not contribute much to the web design. 

4 Crawling the Sites and Database Backend 

Several crawling tools like Jobo and Crawler4J were evaluated. The final decision was made 
for HTTrack which was designed to copy web sites to the file system in order to allow offline 
browsing. It is open source, includes a graphical user interface and enables access directly 
from JAVA programs. HTTrack allows the interruption and continuation of crawling process-
es which was a very important function. Filters for file formats as necessary for our project 
are supported as well as the number of links to follow. HTTrack also comes with an indexer 
to enable text search on the offline data. During crawling the system follows the Netiquette 
rules and Robots exclusion Standard. As such, it does not access parts of the site that are 
excluded in the robots.txt file.  
 
After some testing, the crawling process could be started on a SuSe Linux Server and all 
pages fulfilling the conditions were saved in a MySQL Database. Because of the large vol-
ume of data, the crawling lasted several weeks and some unforeseen problems had to be 
solved. Complete archival of 50 test pages took typically 36 hours.  
 
A client-server-architecture was established where crawler and database were connected via 
a JAVA backend. The user interacts via the interface with the corpus which was realized as a 
browser based application. 
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Figure 1: Technological components of the corpus (Bertram et al. 2012: 44) 

The model of the database is shown in fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2: Database Structure (Bertram et al. 2012: 52) 

 
For every Website saved by the crawler some metadata was added: time stamp, title, original 
URL, language code (ISO 639-2/B), country code (ISO-3166-1), main category and subcate-
gories (e.g. restaurants & food  drink  non-alcoholic), domain. Free tags assigned by the 
seed list creator are also allowed. 

5 Frontend and Tools for Accessing the Corpus 

For gaining insight into the information needs of potential users of the corpus, interviews 
were conducted. Participants mentioned mainly three tasks for working with the corpus: 

 Simple selection of web pages on the basis of various conditions, e.g. URL, language, 
country, category, subcategory etc. 

 Comparing pages by putting them in parallel on the screen 
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 Statistics based on HTML codes to be presented together with the pages, e.g. number of 
words, images and internal and external links, size of images, colors, fonts, menu items, 
dates etc. 

Based on these needs, a prototype of a user interface was developed providing access to the 
corpus. It is shown in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure. 3: Prototype of the user interface (Bertram et al. 2012, 56) 

 
The tool developed intends to give some basic information without enforcing a certain type 
of analysis. As research on cultural differences of Web interfaces shows, very many aspects 
can be analyzed both intellectually and automatically. Our interface is primarily a tool to 
explore the corpus and develop hypotheses. A statistical overview provides some basic in-
formation about the pages, e.g. number of words, number of images, relation between images 
and words, number of internal and external links, link density and main colors used on the 
site. To be able to compare two or more Web pages, the Tabbed Browsing Concept was ap-
plied. One active Web page is shown whereas the other ones can be reached very quickly by 
clicking on the tabs. Since the selection of Web pages can lead to big amount of results, a 
simple dropdown menu with auto suggest search as known from Google was integrated. 
 
We are aware that it is not possible to analyze high level features of cultural dimensions 
automatically. Nevertheless, the user should be supported to fulfill this task. Therefore, an 
evaluation scheme was developed which can be used as a basis during the analytical work. 
The items are related to the cultural dimensions of Geert Hofstede and other cultural models 
proposed by several scientists. It is possible to generate an online questionnaire which can 
support the analysis. Another important result of the project is a collection of usability guide-
lines in different countries which can be added to the corpus toolbox. It could be shown that 
the official portal provided by the US government www.usability.gov has a lot of influence. 
On the other hand other countries like the UK, Germany or Russia have been developing 
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proper guidelines with respect to their specific characteristics. In a first pretest of the corpus, 
these guidelines were applied and a small set of websites was evaluated. 

6 Outlook 

The corpus and the interface developed will allow detailed analysis of Web designs under 
different perspectives and with repeatable results. We expect that scientists and students will 
be able to carry out comparisons. Future work will be needed to extend the corpus by includ-
ing other countries and domains. In addition, we intend to store the corpus at different points 
in time and to develop a strategy on how the corpus can be increased. These extensions will 
also require additional functions in the user interface. The tools needs to integrate a text 
based search engine and a user administration. Furthermore, a user centered evaluation is 
necessary to test and improve the interface. 
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